
PA Solutions
No matter the size of your

Sightseeing Company

Finally...there is an easy to use
PA system that works



Simple, Durable, Affordable, 
Great Sound

Benefits

 

Great sounding, easy to use, proven, reliable PA 
system that fits the budget

Gain a level of professionalism when all your 
clients can hear your guides properly

Adds safety when you keep both hands on the 
wheel and use a headset microphone

Both models have an Ipod input allowing music 
and commentary to be played individually or 
together

Designed through over 25 years of experience 
working closely with the sightseeing industry

Easily serviceable product for years of use

No batteries or funny conversion boxes required 
for the headset to work

Online PA operation video for easy staff 
training



 

 

PA Solutions

PA 4 Portable
No installation required
Connects “in seconds” to any stereo 
with a front input socket
Great sound through all the vans 
factory speakers
Ideal for leased / rental or company 
owned vans
Play Ipod while you talk with the 
front AUX input socket

PA 4
Connects to stereos with rear AUX 
inputs
Includes quick release plugs for 
service in seconds
Talk and play tunes or movies with 
the front AUX input socket

HS 20M
Condenser Headset
Behind the head fit
Great value
Great performance

WH 20 4PIN

Compatible with Jensen PA 
systems, full sized coaches

Dynamic headset

Behind the head fit



Testimonials

 

When you are on a tour...
you don’t have time for a failure

info@ready2talk.ca

“Before making the decision to use Ready2Talk, I browsed 
around. It was very difficult to find similar devices and what I 
found were out of my budget. The PA system gives a great value 
for the investment, not to mention, in the tourism business you 
can’t conduct a tour without one”
Eduardo Torres (Vancouver, CAN)
Heading North Recreation Inc.

“The system was installed, used a couple of days later and it 
worked flawlessly – it is a voice saver. THANK YOU FOR MAKING 
THIS AVAILABLE.”
Bob Davison (Halifax, CAN)
Blue Diamond Tours

“Ready2Talk have been designing and supplying headset PA 
systems for Landsea Tours since I started the business in 1985. 
Installed in our 24-passenger buses, these systems provide 
excellent sound quality and reliability. Equally important is the 
level of service and support provided.” 
Scott Mason (Vancouver, CAN)
Landsea Tours 

“The PA system is fantastic! What an enormous improvement. 
Our tour guides are over the moon. Thank you so much for all of 
your assistance.”
Pat Crowley (Alberta, CAN)
Maligne Lake

“It worked very nicely. The biggest benefit was I wasn’t tired 
from yelling for hours, and my guests could hear me even in the 
back”
Paul (San Diego, USA)

“All I can say is WOW! I wish we had this Ready2Talk system a 
few years ago.”
Stan (North Carolina, USA)
Garage Pass Race Tours

“Your product is amazing, really like it.”
Murilo (New Zealand)
Moana Motion


